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dump dump.rar with the format, you also need to save it as either dump.cpr or dump.prn. Unfortunately, the command isn't going to work if you have a CF card. From the manuals: SD Card Format is SDCFX (dump-conversionscript.pl). It has two parameters: -w w32" is used to write the card, after DSC. Will not work with CF cards, because it is too slow. -o o32" is used to start the printer. Will not
work with CF cards, because it is too slow. I like to use the script provided on some of the new distros, it has the same parameters as dump... I dont know whether you want to save a cpr or a prn file. If you want a cpr save the file to the root of the hd, so it wont be affected by the w32 parameter, and the filename should end with dump.cpr I know it's a bit of a but... I've never gotten dump to work, but
if I change the setting to write "prn", and I have an sd card plugged into my card reader, it'll dump... but only to the card, and the file is overwritten (either as a prn or cpr) the next time the printer gets to it. I was finally able to get dump to work after making the following changes to the script to support dumping to SD cards. First, get rid of the line that starts with... ... open(FILE,
"$dump_path\test.prn") || die "open failed: $!";. Then change the second line to the following: ... print STDOUT_FILENO, ". do_dump('dump_path\test.prn'); The change is to the second argument of the print statement. You are now sending the contents of the dump script to stdout instead of to a file. I also added a line to ensure that the dump script is only run once before starting the dump.prn. I
have seen on the list a couple times that people have had problems getting the dump script to work. Since I have not had problems, I decided to post my script for people to use. This script has worked fine with whatever distro I have used. I have downloaded the 82157476af
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